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Three Little Mermaids
2011-01-25

have a tea party undersea and practice counting with three
little mermaids a sparkling interactive novelty concept book
by bestselling creator mara van fleet in mara van fleet s
shimmering interactive novelty concept book count from one to
ten while you visit the bottom of the deep blue sea and meet
sparkly fish soft seals dancing turtles and a friendly
octopus with pull tabs and touch and feel textures never has
counting been so much fun

Kingdoms Come
1992-03-15

as scholars continue to explore the political implications of
grass roots religions around the world kingdoms come examines
the three main popular religions in brazil folk catholicism
protestant pentecostalism and afro brazilian spiritism to
trace the contrasting patterns of acceptance or rejection of
political paradigms within these three groups in spite of
these differences ireland s close analysis of these movements
leads him to the conclusion that all three embrace traditions
that foster a deepening of brazil s nascent democracy

Breach of Promise
2009-05-26

how far will a father go to get back his only daughter and
how will he survive in a legal system that crushes those who
can t afford to fight back mark gillen has the storybook life
other men dream of complete with a beautiful wife and an
adoring five year old daughter then his wife announces she s
leaving him and taking their daughter with her the other man
is a famous film director with unlimited funds and the keys
to stardom and wealth for paula how can mark begin to compete
but the most bitter blow comes when he is kept from seeing
his daughter because of false charges and a legal system ill
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suited for finding the truth forged in the darkest valley
mark has ever walked through his faith in god may ultimately
cost him everything in the eyes of the family law system but
it is the one thing that can keep him sane and give him the
strength to fight against all odds for what matters most

Good-bye to the Mermaids
2006

good bye to the mermaids conveys the horrors of war as seen
through the innocent eyes of a child it is the story of world
war ii as it affected three generations of middle class
german women karin six years old when the war began who was
taken in by hitler s lies her mother astrid a rebellious
artist who occasionally spoke out against the nazis and her
grandmother oma a generous and strong willed woman who having
spent her own childhood in america brought a different
perspective to the events of the time it tells of a
convoluted world where children were torn between fear and
hope between total incomprehension of events and the need to
simply deal with reality in one of the relatively few
recollections of the war from a german woman s perspective
finell relates what was for her a normal part of growing up
participating in activities of the hitler youth observing
nazi customs at christmas and once being close enough to the
führer at a rally to make eye contact with him she tells of
how she first became aware of the yellow star that jews were
forced to wear and of being asked to identify corpses from a
bombed apartment house she also depicts the lives of people
tainted by hitler s influence her half jewish relatives who
gave in to the strain of trying to remain unnoticed a
favorite aunt who was gassed because she was old and had
broken her hip and a friend of the family who was involved in
the abortive putsch against hitler and hanged as a traitor
when american and british forces intensified air raids on
berlin in 1943 finell observed the stoical valor of women
during the bombings firestorms and mass evacuations not yet a
teenager she witnessed the battle for berlin and the mass
rapes perpetrated by conquering russian and mongolian troops
order was restored after the american and british troops
arrived the marshall plan jump started an economic recovery
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for west germany provoking the russians to blockade berlin
from 1948 to 1949 the americans and british kept berlin s
residents alive with the airlift but even though food was
flown in the people of berlin continued to go hungry
deprivation forced berliners to look inward and face their
collective guilt as they withstood the threat of soviet
occupation during these postwar years this eloquent and
touching story tells how a decent people were perverted by
hitler and how a young girl ultimately came to recognize the
father figure hitler for the monster he was from a time of
innocence karin finell takes readers along a nightmarish
journey in which fantasies are clung to set aside and at last
set free good bye to the mermaids presents us with the
revelation that human beings can survive such times with
their souls intact

Catalog of Copyright Entries
1974

in over 1 000 entries this acclaimed companion covers all
aspects of the western fairy tale tradition from medieval to
modern under the guidance of professor jack zipes it provides
an authoritative reference source for this complex and
captivating genre exploring the tales themselves the writers
who wrote and reworked them and the artists who illustrated
them it also covers numerous related topics such as the fairy
tale and film television art opera ballet the oral tradition
music advertising cartoons fantasy literature feminism and
stamps first published in 2000 130 new entries have been
added to account for recent developments in the field
including j k rowling and suzanne collins and new articles on
topics such as cognitive criticism and fairy tales digital
fairy tales fairy tale blogs and websites and pornography and
fairy tales the remaining entries have been revised and
updated in consultation with expert contributors this second
edition contains beautifully designed feature articles
highlighting countries with a strong fairy tale tradition
covering britain and ireland france germany italy japan north
america and canada portugal scandinavian countries slavic and
baltic countries and spain it also includes an informative
and engaging introduction by the editor which sets the
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subject in its historical and literary context a detailed and
updated bibliography provides information about background
literature and further reading material in addition the a to
z entries are accompanied by over 60 beautiful and carefully
selected black and white illustrations already renowned in
its field the second edition of this unique work is an
essential companion for anyone interested in fairy tales in
literature film and art and for anyone who values the
tradition of storytelling

The Oxford Companion to Fairy Tales
2015-09-10

like a gonzo mirror universe occult version of the stepford
wives with a dash of stephen king thrown in a compellingly
uncanny narrative globe and mail a creepy fun read with
characters ready made for a hollywood casting call maclean s
desperate housewives meets the witches of eastwick in susie
moloney s wonderfully creepy novel the thirteen a paranormal
thriller that blends contemporary suburban concerns and mores
with the fiendishly supernatural the thirteen is the story of
a woman who returns to her childhood home with her daughter
only to discover that the community is now run by a group of
witches with nasty plans for the both of them a wonderfully
dark and original tale the thirteen will appeal to a wide
range of readers from fans of laura kasischke jennifer
mcmahon melissa de la cruz and melissa marr to anyone who has
ever appreciated the delicious chills of rosemary s baby

The Thirteen
2012-03-27

the mermaid did it is the 4th book in the murder by the sea
series by carol ann ross a trip to weeki wachee in florida
proves to be very enlightening as carrie and don are led to
this mermaid capital of the world a resort in florida founded
in the late 1940s who would have thought mermaids existed
aren t they fantasy oh they are alive and well and are doing
just fine in florida a few of them have even made their way
to topsail but there seems to be different kinds of mermaids
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not all are sweet little disney characters some are like
those in greek mythology bent on destruction carrie wrestles
with how anyone can be so manipulative so vain so cruel
someone with a conscience could never be that way a cooler
don offers explanations carrie can t accept mirror mirror on
the wall who s the prettiest mermaid of all she takes you
down oh how she takes you down oh how she makes you want to
scream this momma from hell this mermaid estelle

The Mermaid Did It
2020-12-12

a dazzling novel about the life of the groundbreaking artist
paula modersohn becker a brilliant early expressionist whose
work will be exhibited at the ra s making modernism
exhibition in november 2022 a moving and rare heart warming
take on paula modersohn becker s life nicholas serota paula
modersohn becker was a pioneer of modern art in europe but
denounced as degenerate by the nazis after her death sue
hubbard draws on the artist s diaries and paintings to bring
to life her singular existence her battle to achieve
independence and recognition and her intense relationship
with the poet rainer maria rilke not only do we discover
paula s vibrant personality and rich legacy of expressionist
paintings but also come to understand something of the
corrupted ideologies of the third reich written with the eye
of a painter and the soul of a poet this moving story is a
meditation on love loss memory and ultimately hope

Girl in White
2022-11-03

smith s latest is as delicious as a slice of key lime pie and
gone just as fast people it s very different and it s very
special and it s very good i loved it dolly parton a driving
force in literature lee smith returns with a road trip novel
a story full of hope and humor about not going away quietly
at any age herb s charmed life with his dear wife susan in
their key west house is coming undone susan in her 70s now
needs constant care and herb is in denial about his own
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ailing health the one bright spot is the arrival of an
endlessly optimistic manicurist calling herself renee she
sings to susan during manicures gets her to paint and brings
her a much needed sense of contentment then herb and susan s
adult children arrive to stage an intervention with their
stubborn independent father and as a consequence renee s gig
with susan and her grand plans for her own life start to
unravel as well herb isn t ready to let go of all that he has
ever had and it turns out that renee is not the happy
uncomplicated girl she pretends to be she is not even renee
she is really dee dee and she too has reasons of her own to
hit the road so herb suggests one last joy ride in his
porsche with her riding shotgun and they light out for parts
north setting off a silver alert as the unlikely friendship
between herb and dee dee deepens we see how as one life is
closing down another opens up this time that dee dee has
spent with susan this time in key west and this time in the
porsche with the elderly herb reveals to dee dee how much
more truly lies ahead in this buoyant novel the masterful
smith asks what life do we deserve and how do we make it our
own sometimes you just have to seize the wheel

Silver Alert
2023-04-18

note this is a series with a cliffhangerdo you know someone
who is petty to the bone someone who has to have the last say
in every situation the most trivial offense warrants them to
unleash their petty wrath are you that person meet halo
daniels a twenty eight year old uber driver and aspiring
actress halo dreams of seeing herself on the big screen but
first she must get next to one of the top movie producers in
hollywood to do so she must succumb to some rather shady
tactics as she works her way through the industry she s
finally able to reel him in with her feminine wiles and
charismatic personality however that s only the beginning
halo soon finds herself submerged in a web of lies and deceit
willing to do anything to make it to the top meanwhile her
personal life is as chaotic as some of the roles she
auditions for her biggest challenge will be overcoming her
petty ways before she completely alienates those closest to
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her how far will she be willing to go to become successful
will the sacrifices she makes be worth the price of fame

Petty to the Bone
2016

drawing on cognitive science evolutionary theory anthropology
psychology literary theory and other fields zipes presents a
nuanced argument about how fairy tales originated in ancient
oral cultures how they evolved through the rise of literary
culture and print and much more

The Irresistible Fairy Tale
2012

emerging from darkness daring to take form and become
something more than the other monsters stalk these pages
shifting form in true monstrous fashion as they inhabit
literature and film history and parallel communities modelled
after our own they become enmeshed in popular music run
rampant through cities take androgynous form to rally for
their own identities their own futures and their own families
and they hold up mirrors while we are caught shattering our
sense of self both the past and the future are rich fodder
for the evil that monsters do and from freak show to
homunculus to serial killer to cyborg they remind us that
they are never far from sight and that we cannot look away
even if we wish to monstrosity from the inside out takes as
the paradox that monsters are simultaneously impossible and
very much a part of what it means to be human

New York Times Film Reviews
1992

u s treasury agent enos butler is quickly recognized as a man
going to the top a tough guy dedicated to his career a
typical american couple frank and jane bullock live in a
small new england coastal village raising their son henry and
building a prosperous life together on a bluff in maine
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overlooking penobscot bay the bullock family drops into the
lethal crosshairs of agent butler and from out of nowhere he
delivers a deadly ko aqua regia details an incredible saga of
crime and suspense no quarter offered pack waders joggers ky
and kleenex you will need them all

Monstrosity from the Inside Out
2019-01-04

lucy fraser s the pleasures of metamorphosis japanese and
english fairy tale transformations of the little mermaid
explores japanese and english transformations of hans
christian andersen s 1837 danish fairy tale the little
mermaid by focusing on pleasure as a means to analyze the
huge variety of texts that transform a canonical fairy tale
such as andersen s fraser examines over twenty japanese and
english transformations including literary texts illustrated
books films and television series this monograph also draws
upon criticism in both japanese and english meeting a need in
western fairy tale studies for more culturally diverse
perspectives fraser provides a model for critical cross
cultural fairy tale analysis in her examination of the
journey of a single fairy tale across two languages the book
begins with the various approaches to reading and writing
fairy tales with a history of the little mermaid in japanese
and english culture disney s the little mermaid and studio
ghibli s ponyo on the cliff by the sea are discussed as
examples that simulate pleasurable physical experiences
through animation s tools of music and voice and visual
effects of movement and metamorphosis fraser then explores
the literary effects of the fairy tale by male authors such
as oscar wilde tanizaki jun ichiro and abe kobo who invoke
familiar fairy tale conventions and delineate some of the
pleasures of what can be painful enchantment with a mermaid
or with the fairy tale itself the author examines the
portrayals of the mermaid in three short stories by matsumoto
yuko kurahashi yumiko and ogawa yoko engaging with familiar
fairy tales reference to fairy tale research and reflections
on the immersive experience of reading women characters and
authors are also hyperaware of the possible meanings of
andersen s the little mermaid and of the fairy tale itself
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furthering the discussion with nonaka hiiragi s novel ningyo
hime no kutsu and d di s novel sento no ningyo hime to majo
no mori as well as an episode of the science fiction
television series dark angel fraser concludes that the
pleasure framework is useful for a cross cultural study of
creative engagements with and transformations of a particular
fairy tale few studies have examined japanese fairy tale
transformations to the extent that fraser has presenting
fascinating information that will intrigue fairy tale
scholars and those wanting to learn more about the
representation of pleasure behind the imaginative and
fantastical

Aqua Regia
2013-01-19

drawing on historical sources myth and folklore fantastic
creatures in mythology and folklore explores the roles of
fantastical beasts particularly the unicorn the mermaid and
the dragon in a series of thematic chapters organised
according to their legendary dwelling place be this land sea
or air through this original approach juliette wood provides
the first study of mythical beasts in history from the
medieval period to the present day providing new insights
into the ways these creatures continue to define our
constantly changing relationship to both real and imagined
worlds it places particular emphasis on the role of the
internet computer games and the cyberspace community and in
doing so demonstrates that the core medieval myth surrounding
these creatures remains static within the ever increasing
arena of mass marketing and the internet this is a vital
resource for undergraduates studying fantastic creatures in
history literature and media studies

The Pleasures of Metamorphosis
2017-06-05

from its magic kingdom theme parks to its udderless cows the
walt disney company has successfully maintained itself as the
brand name of conservative american family values but the
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walt disney company has also had a long and complex
relationship to the gay and lesbian community that is only
now becoming visible in tinker belles and evil queens sean
griffin traces the evolution of this interaction between the
company and gay communities from the 1930s use of mickey
mouse as a code phrase for gay to the 1990s gay nights at the
magic kingdom armed with first person accounts from disney
audiences griffin demonstrates how disney animation live
action films television series theme parks and merchandise
provide varied motifs and characteristics that readily lend
themselves to use by gay culture but griffin delves further
to explore the role of gays and lesbians within the company
through an examination of the background of early studio
personnel an account of sexual activism within the firm and
the story of the company s own concrete efforts to give
recognition to gay voices and desires the first book to
address the history of the gay community and disney tinker
belles and evil queens broadly examines the ambiguous legacy
of how modern consumerism and advertising have affected the
ways lesbians and gay men have expressed their sexuality
disney itself is shown as sensitive to gay and lesbian
audiences while exploiting those same audiences as a niche
market with strong buying power finally griffin demonstrates
how queer audiences have co opted disney products for
themselves and in turn how disney s corporate strategies have
influenced our very definitions of sexuality

Catalog of Copyright Entries
1974

mapping the minds of murderers is what dr tony hill does
better than anyone in this award winning series the
washington post calls ambitious bone chilling this val
mcdermid collection of the dr tony hill carol jordan
mysteries includes the mermaids singing the bodies of four
men have been discovered in the town of bradfield enlisted to
investigate is criminal psychologist tony hill even for a
seasoned professional the series of mutilation sex murders is
unlike anything he s encountered before but profiling the
psychopath is not beyond him hill s own past has made him the
perfect man to comprehend the killer s motives it s also made
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him the perfect victim the wire in the blood across the
country dozens of teenage girls have vanished authorities are
convinced they re runaways with just the bad luck of the draw
to connect them it s the job of criminal profilers dr tony
hill and carol jordan to look for a pattern they ve spent
years exploring the psyches of madmen but sane men kill too
and when they hide in plain sight they can be difficult to
find the last temptation when a twisted killer starts
targeting psychologists across northern europe hill is the
obvious choice to track the executioner s mental and physical
journey but the killer is about to strike uncomfortably close
to home the next victim is a friend and colleague and tony s
former partner detective carol jordan is directly in the
murderer s path the torment of others in a small grim room
the body of a woman is discovered panic and pain etched in
her face the scene matches in every detail a series of
murders two years ago murders that ended when irrefutable
forensic evidence secured the conviction of a deeply
disturbed young man named derek tyler but there s no way
tyler could have killed the latest victim he s been locked up
in a mental institution since his trial barely speaking a
word so is there a copycat

Merchant Vessels of the United States
1974

the day i died was the day when i nearly lost the little
humanity that was left inside me the eternal promise of
leaving as a peaceful spirit was never fulfilled instead i
became a wandering soul rooted to the entrails of this
wasteland you might think that smiling in the face of death
should be something glorious but there s nothing glorious
about this there s only a deep and sinister emptiness inside
destiny made me walk among demons i didn t need to be scared
of it allowed me to stare at the sun without looking away
from dawn to dusk it placed the burden of this world on my
back and also forced me to remember the meaning of love and
of giving human beings a second chance was there ever a
reason for so many broken laws who knows let me tell you
about a fascinating journey and faraway lands about
unswerving loyalty and unimaginable creatures my name is
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erico lombardo and i am doomed to be aware of myself maybe
after my death i still had one last thing to do diary of a
zombie transports us to a desolate world a planet wiped out
by a massive pandemic where human beings have almost become
extinct but what makes this story different from the rest is
the fact that it is told from a very unusual point of view
that of a zombie who for unknown reasons keeps his human
consciousness and free will after being transformed this is a
unique case after a few chapters in which the character is
introduced we will witness a story of redemption full of
human values that is centered around a peculiar friendship
erico s cold cynical and unsociable behavior will gradually
change as he meets a lonely and mysterious 8 year old girl on
whom humankind s scarce chances of survival depend during the
whole of his epic adventure erico will be linked to his most
human side again as he recovers memories and feelings he had
not experienced since the times when warm blood still coursed
through his veins diary of a zombie mostly set in a post
apocalyptic barcelona presents a pleasant story which will
bring the reader both tears and laughter it is a breath of
fresh air that reinvents a genre which apparently had nothing
new to offer

Merchant Vessels of the United States...
1976

this book takes the artistic approach of assemblage and
collage and combines it with the long loved tradition of
making doll houses but these doll houses are anything but
traditional begun as an artistic challenge between a group of
talented friends these mixed media doll houses include
beautiful castles undersea fantasy lands gothic attics
inspiring tree houses and much more authors tally oliveau and
julie molina share a host of interesting alteration
techniques while showing readers how to construct beautiful
fantasy doll houses readers learn to how to construct or
repurpose found boxes into rooms and houses how to decorate
interior surfaces how to build miniature furnishings how to
make their own paper dolls and how to embellish their houses
using a variety of imaginative materials
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Fantastic Creatures in Mythology and
Folklore
2018-08-23

the record of each copyright registration listed in the
catalog includes a description of the work copyrighted and
data relating to the copyright claim the name of the
copyright claimant as given in the application for
registration the copyright date the copyright registration
number etc

Tinker Belles and Evil Queens
2000-02-01

the lloyd s register of yachts was first issued in 1878 and
was issued annually until 1980 except during the years 1916
18 and 1940 46 two supplements containing additions and
corrections were also issued annually the register contains
the names details and characters of yachts classed by the
society together with the particulars of other yachts which
are considered to be of interest illustrates plates of the
flags of yacht and sailing clubs together with a list of club
officers an illustrated list of the distinguishing flags of
yachtsmen a list of the names and addresses of yacht owners
and much other information for more information on the lloyd
s register of yachts please click here hec lrfoundation org
uk archive library lloyds register of yachts online

The Tony Hill and Carol Jordan Series,
1-4
2016-01-19

emerson goes to the movies individualism in walt disney
company s post 1989 animated films traces the theme of
emersonian individualism in the walt disney company s post
1989 animated films to reveal that the philosopher s
influence extends not only over american literature but also
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over american popular culture in this case disney cartoons it
proves that individualism in its emersonian formulation of
self reliance even if questionable in late 20th and 21st
century literature is still very much alive in popular
culture disney films are heavy with ideology and american
national myths and because of their educational role it seems
relevant to acknowledge this dimension and discuss the
sources of the disney worldview this book instead of focusing
on disney s influence upon its audience concerns rather what
influences disney how disney reflects the american mentality
and how the idea of individualism is depicted in the company
s particular films the principal way of reading particular
disney films is the cultural studies approach thus the book
presents romantic individualism with reference to such
categories as race gender class and imperialism the idea
behind such an approach is to see how various cultural fields
intersect with individualism whether individualism means the
same for men and women whether as an american ideology it
succeeds at erasing differences when applied to exotic and
non individualist cultures whether the individual turns out
to be stronger than all social divides and whether
individualism can be seen as informing the american mentality
on a national scale

Works of Art
1973

despite being a minor language danish literature is one of
the world s most actively translated and the scandinavian
country is the home of a number of significant writers hans
christian andersen remains one of the most translated authors
in the world philosopher søren kierkegaard inspired modern
existentialism karen blixen chronicled her life in colonial
kenya as well as writing imaginary cosmopolitan tales and the
writers among the circles of literary critic georg brandes in
the late 19th century were especially important to the
further development of european modernism danish literature
as world literature introduces key figures from 800 years of
danish literature and their impact on world literature it
includes chapters devoted to post 1945 literature on beat and
systemic poetry as well as the scandinavia noir vogue that
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includes both crime fiction and cinema and is enjoying
worldwide popularity

Diary of a Zombie
2014-08-20

what does it mean to be instantly transformed into the most
hated person in your community after meeting fidel castro at
a havana reception in 1994 cuban born magda montiel davis
founder of one of the largest immigration law firms in south
florida soon found out the reception attended by hundreds of
other cuban émigrés was videotaped for historical archives in
a seconds long clip fidel pecks the traditional protocol kiss
on montiel davis s cheek as she thanks him for the social
benefits conferred upon the cuban people the video however
was mysteriously sold to u s reporters and aired incessantly
throughout south florida soon the encounter was an
international cause célèbre life as she knew it was over for
montiel davis and her family including a father who worked
with the cia to topple fidel a nohablo inglés mother who
lived with the family her five children and her jewish
brooklyn born attorney husband kissing fidel shares the
sometimes dismal sometimes comical realities of an ordinary
citizen being thrown into a world of death threats mob
attacks and terrorism

Mixed-Media Dollhouses
2011-01-09

traces the history of the united states during the 1990s
through such primary sources as memoirs letters contemporary
journalism and official documents

Catalog of Copyright Entries, Third
Series
1975

encyclopedia of american folklore helps readers explore the
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topics terms themes figures and issues related to the
folklore of the united states

Lloyd’s Register of Yachts 1976
1976-01-01

this volume explores the mutual influences between children s
literature and the avant garde olson looks at children s
culture in relation to such painters as rousseau chagall
picasso modersohn becker and nicholson noting the qualities
of the era that were defined as uniquely childlike the
relation of childhood to high and low art and the
intersection of children s literature with fin de siècle
artistic trends

Emerson Goes to the Movies
2014-10-16

a lively and informative look at the careers works and
characteristics of the major librettists of the american
theatre included are dozens of men and women who wrote the
books for broadway musicals over the past one hundred years
from george m cohan to the present day boy loses girl
presents a whole new perspective for looking at the american
musical theater for film students scholars and enthusiasts of
the american musical theatre

Danish Literature as World Literature
2017-02-09

in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier
weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand
content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the
most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music video gaming media digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends
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Kissing Fidel
2020-10-15

disney this name stands not only for a company that has had
global reach from its early days but also for a successful
aesthetic programme and ideological positions that have had
great commercial success but at the same time have been
frequently criticised straddling traditionalism and modernism
disney productions have proven adaptable to social discourses
and technical and media developments throughout its history
this volume brings together scholars from several european
countries to explore various dimensions that constitute
disney in line with current media and cultural studies
research the chapters deal with human human and human animal
relations gender and diversity iconic characters and
narratives disney s contribution to cultural and visual
heritage and transmedial and transfictional spaces of
experience and practices of participation associated with
disney story worlds

The 1990s
2006

in our mobile world travel memoirs are a staple and books
about prayer line the shelves of readers who seek to grow
spiritually through the timeless practice of conversing with
god but books combining travel with prayer are rare and it is
within this void that daniel pawley s masterful memoir of
traveling the world with prayer as its backdrop establishes
itself as an essential companion to both subjects starting
with a travel prayer template bequeathed in childhood by his
parents pawley then recalls life altering experiences as an
adult in fifty locations spread across six continents each
illuminated by the soulful prayers of ancient and modern
seekers inspired stops in places like exotic bali and raucous
morocco as well as pain framed settings such as chernobyl and
auschwitz combine to weave a tapestry seen more vibrantly in
prayer s revealing light the result is a narrative of prayer
s mysterious ability to provide hope and stabilizing faith in
a world threatened by hate division and unbelief
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Encyclopedia of American Folklore
2006

ella is so glad she has ms timmons as a teacher because she
is going to let the children chew gum in her class every
friday then rob plays a trick on ella and everyone is mad at
her she decides to run for class president and bring gum
fridays back

Children's Culture and the Avant-garde
2012

Boy Loses Girl
2002

Billboard
1993-03-06

Literary News
1893

So Stood I
1934

On Disney
2022-08-08
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Across a Prayerful Planet
2022-01-18

The Gum Race
1999
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